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1 Introduction
Quite recently the discovery of some new algebraic and geometric structures in physics and
mathematics has led to a renewed interest in the study of supermanifolds and their peculiar
geometry [8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 26]. One of the main motivation comes from superstring
theory. As is well-know there are two ways to construct the supersymmetric sigma model rep-
resenting the perturbative Lagrangian of superstrings: 1) the Ramond-Nevue-Schwarz (RNS)
sigma model, with world-sheet anti-commuting spinors and world-sheet supersymmetry and
2) the Green-Schwarz/Pure Spinor (GS/PS) sigma model, with anti-commuting target space
spinors and target space supersymmetry.
The RNS formulation has several interesting pros, but difficulties appear when one com-
putes higher genus amplitudes. The quantization procedure by gauge-fixing the world-sheet
supergravity leads to ghost insertions in the conformal field theory correlation functions for
anomaly cancellation. Nonetheless, some of those insertions are rather delicate and they lead
to inconsistencies at higher loops. These insertions are the so-called Picture Changing Oper-
ators (Z or X and Y ) introduced in [16, 17]. Recently, string perturbation theory has been
revised by E. Witten [27], pointing out that some of the inconsistencies can be by-passed by a
suitable integration theory of forms on supermanifolds and, in particular, on super Riemann
surfaces. As reviewed in [24, 26], the integration theory of forms on supermanifolds takes into
account the complex of integral forms. The latter are distributional-like forms, usually written
as δ(dθ), which serve to control the integration over the dθ’s. The need of integral forms in the
context of superstrings and super Riemann surfaces was already pointed out by Belopolski [2]
and discussed, from a strictly mathematical point of view, by Manin [19] and other authors.
In particular, in [2] a practical way to handle forms was discussed and described.
On the other hand, for GS/PS sigma model, it was discovered [3, 4, 5] that amplitude
computations (at tree level and at higher orders) also require the insertion of Picture Changing
Operators to cancel the anomalies and to make the amplitudes meaningful. In this context,
the geometry related to those operators was less clear, so that they were built in analogy with
RNS superstrings. Nonetheless, eventually, they appear to be integral forms for the target
superspace (we recall that in GS/PS sigma model, the quantum fields are maps from a given
Riemann surface to a target supermanifold) and for them the usual rule of Cartan differential
1
calculus can be used.
Both the case of PCO’s for RNS and GS/PS superstrings can be understood from a
pure geometrical point of view by insisting on having a meaningful integration theory for
supermanifolds (in the RSN case, integration on super Riemann surfaces with given punctures
and boundaries, while in the case of GS/PS for target space supermanifolds with a given
supermetric), which in turn requires to understand at a deeper level the peculiarities arising
whenever part of the geometry is anticommuting. In particular, it turns out that a new number
- beside the ordinary form degree - is needed to describe forms on a supermanifold [26]: this is
called picture number and, essentially, it counts the number of delta functions of the differential
1-forms, namely the δ(dθi). As discussed in several papers (see for example [12]), two Dirac
delta forms anti-commute and that implies an upper bound to the number of delta forms that
can appear in a given form. In particular, the picture number can range from zero (in which
case we denote those forms as superforms) to the maximum value which coincides with the
fermionic dimension of the supermanifold. In that case we refer to the related complex as to the
integral forms complex (see also [26]): in particular, working on a supermanifold of dimension
n|p, forms of degree n and picture p are actually sections of the Berezinian sheaf, and they
can be integrated over. If the fermionic dimension of the superamanifold is greater than one,
then between superforms - having picture number equal to zero - and integral forms - having
picture number equal to the fermionic dimension of the supermanifold -, we can have forms
having a middle-dimensional picture, that are not superforms, nor integral forms, namely
they have some Dirac delta functions, but less than the maximum possible number. These
are called pseudoforms. So far, for the sake of exposition only an algebraic characterization of
superforms, integral forms and pseudoforms has been hinted. Notheless, remarkably, a sheaf
theoretical description, disclosing interesting relations and dualities, might be given [13].
Once that the “zoo” of forms is established, differential operators relating these forms can
be defined. Besides the usual differential operators d, it emerges a new differential operator
denoted by η which anticommutes with d and it is nilpotent. This is physically motivated by
the embedding of the N = 1 RNS superstring into a N = 4 supersymmetric sigma model as
shown in [6]. In the language of N = 4 superconformal symmetry the two operators d and η are
the two anticommuting supercharges of the superconformal algebra. Furthermore, η is crucial
for a useful characterization of the superstring Hilbert space. Indeed, that Hilbert space
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contains those states generated by quantizing the superghosts (Small Hilbert Space (SHS)
[16, 23]) The same Hilbert space can be represented in terms of a different set of quantized
fields and two descriptions are identical by excluding the zero mode of one of these quantum
fields (to be precise the superghosts β and γ are reparametrized by two fermionic degrees of
freedom and one bosonic degree of freedom). On the other hand, including a zero mode, the
Hilbert space gets doubled, leading to the so-called Large Hilbert Space (LHS). The original
SHS lives in the kernel of η, but in LHS additional structures emerge leading to an explicit
solution of the constraints [6, 15].
Translating this set up in geometric terms on supermanifolds, we found that the LHS
corresponds to an enlarged set of forms which contains also inverse forms (see [13]) on which
the corresponding operator η can be built. Similarly as above, excluding inverse forms is
achieved by imposing η-closure on these extended complexes. Again, drawing from string
theory experience, we can construct two additional operators known as PCO Z and Y . They
are built in terms of Dirac delta function integral representation and they act on the entire
space of forms [2, 13].
The graded (supersymmetric) wedge product makes forms on a supermanifold in an al-
gebra. In particular given two forms on a supermanifold, the wedge product acts by adding
their form degrees - as it is usual -, and also their picture numbers. It follows that, in general,
it maps two forms into a forms having a greater (or equal, in a limiting case) picture number.
The operators d and η act as derivations on the exterior algebra of forms, while the PCO’s
are not derivation with respect to the wedge product.
String theory, in particular its second quantized version, superstring field theory, has actually
yet another construction to hint [15]. Indeed, over the years, there have been several proposed
actions reproducing the full fledged superstring spectrum where the insertion of PCO’s is cru-
cial (see for instance [25, 22] and see [15] for further examples). Nonetheless, none of them
turned out to be fully consistent. One of the main problem is due to the location of PCO’s
insertions. For first quantized amplitudes, the position of the PCO’s is harmless, since on-shell
the insertion turns out to be position-independent. On the contrary, for an off-shell second
quantized action that it is pivotal. The position of the PCO’s breaks the gauge invariance of
the theory, leading to inconsistent results. To avoid this problem, new multilinear operations
forming a non-associative algebra known as A∞-algebra have been proposed recently by Erler,
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Konopka and Sachs in [15].
Again, mimicking what has been done for string field theory, but using now ingredients that
arise from the geometry of a supermanifold, we can construct multilinear products of forms.
Some of them have precisely the same form of those coming from superstring field theory -
constructed in terms of wedge products and PCO’s insertions -, but on the other hand the
richness that emerges from the geometry of forms on supermanifolds leads to new products,
turning the exterior algebra of forms into a non-associative algebra generalizing the above-
mentioned A∞-algebra construction [15]. This completes the construction of new products of
forms endowed with new algebraic properties. Applications of these new structures are still
premature, but can be foreseen in several directions.
The paper is organized as follows: in sec. 2, we review the basic ingredients in the theory
of forms on supermanifolds. In sec. 3, we discuss the differential operators d and η. In sec. 4,
we review a useful construction of the PCO Z and we show some computations as illustrative
examples. In sec. 5, we introduce and discuss the A∞-algebra of forms on a supermanifold;
in sec. 5.1 we compute the M3 product in terms of M2 products. In sec. 5.2 we give some
explicit examples and finally in App. A we provide some useful computations.
2 Forms on Supermanifolds and their Local Representation
In a supermanifold SM(n|m), locally described by the coordinates (xa, θα), with a = 1, . . . , n
and α = 1, . . . ,m, we consider the spaces of forms Ω(p|r) [12]. A given (p|r)-form ω can be
expressed in terms of local generators as a formal sum as follows
ω =
∑
l,h,r
ω[a1...al](α1...αh)[β1...βr](x, θ)×
× dxa1 . . . dxal(dθα1)u(α1) . . . (dθαh)u(αh)δ(g(β1))(dθβ1) . . . δ(g(βr))(dθβr) (2.1)
where u(α) ≥ 0 is the power of the monomial dθα and where g(α) denotes the differentiation
degree of the Dirac delta form with respect to the 1-form dθα. Namely, δ(g(1))(dθ1) is the
g(1)-derivative of the Dirac delta with respect to the variable dθ1.1 The total form degree of
1We recall that dθ1δ
(g(1))
(dθ1) = −g(1)δ(g(1)−1)(dθ1).
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ω(p|r) is
l +
h∑
j=1
u(αj)−
r∑
k=1
g(βk) = p ∈ Z , {α1, . . . , αr} 6= {β1, . . . , βr} ∀i = 1, . . . , h. (2.2)
Note that each αl in the above summation must be different from any βk, otherwise the degree
of the differentiation of the Dirac delta function could be reduced and the corresponding 1-
form dθαk could be removed from the basis. The picture number r corresponds to the number
of Dirac delta forms. The components ω[i1...il](α1...αm)[β1...βr](x, θ) of ω are superfields
2, i.e.
local sections of the structure sheaf of the supermanifold SM.
The graded wedge product is defined as usual
∧ : Ω(p|r)(SM)⊗ Ω(q|s)(SM) −→ Ω(p+q|r+s)(SM) . (2.3)
where 0 ≤ p, q ≤ n and 0 ≤ r, s ≤ m. Due to the anticommuting properties of the Dirac delta
forms δ(dθα)δ(dθβ) = −δ(dθβ)δ(dθα) this product can be set equal to zero, if two delta forms
has the same dθ as argument.3
Actually, supergeometry allows for an even richer scenario: introducing the inverse forms
as in [13], the complex made of the spaces Ω(p|q) gets extended as follows
1. For picture q = 0, there are new superforms in Ω(p|0) that can also carry a negative form
degree p < 0. Locally, for a supermanifold of dimension n|m we will have expressions of
this kind
ω(p|0) =
n∑
l=0
m∑
r=0
n∑
ai=1
m∑
αj=1
ω[a1...al](α1...αr)(x, θ)dx
a1 . . . dxal(dθα1)u(α1) . . . (dθαr)u(αr) (2.4)
together with the constrain p = l +
∑
r u(αr) and where u(αj) ∈ Z is the power of the
monomial dθαr , that can now take also negative values. For example, on C1|1, one might
consider forms of degree −1, having the following form
ω
(−1|0)
C1|1 = ω0(x, θ)
1
dθ
+ ω1(x, θ)
dx
dθ2
(2.5)
2Symmetrization and (anti)-symmetrization correspond to the parity of the generators involed.
3In addition, it follows δ(dθα)δ′(dθα) = 0, and consequently δ(p)(dθα)δ(q)(dθα)) = 0 for any derivative p, q
of the Dirac delta forms.
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2. Notice that, in general, whenever the supermanifold has fermionic dimension greater
that 1, each space Ω(p|0) for p ∈ Z has an infinite number of generators - even for p ≥ 0.
Consider for example the case of C1|2 : allowing for inverse forms, beside 1, the space
of Ω
(0|0)
C1|2 is generated by all of the expressions of the kind dθ
p1
1 dθ
p2
2 with p1 = −p2 and
dxdθp11 dθ
p2
2 with p1 + 1 = −p2 where p1, p2 ∈ Z.
The spaces Ω(p|r) with intermediate picture, namely when 0 < r < m, are infinitely generated:
1. There might appear derivatives of Dirac delta forms of any order δg(αl)(dθαl) which
reduce the form degree.
2. There might be any powers of (dθα)u(α) different from those contained into the Dirac
delta’s, namely
∏l
r=0(dθ
αr)u(αr)
∏m
s=l+1 δ
g(s)(dθαs) where αi 6= αj with i = 1, . . . , l and
j = l + 1, . . . ,m. The powers u(α) can be positive or negative, while the g(s) are
non-negative.
Finally, the complex Ω(p|m) is bounded from above, since there are no other form above
the top form Ω(n|m) and, at a given form degree, each space Ω(p|m) is finitely-generated.
The odd differential operator d maps forms of the type Ω(p|r) into forms of the type Ω(p+1|r)
increasing the form number without changing the picture. The action of the differential op-
erator d on the Dirac delta functions is by chain rule, namely δ(f(dθ))) = δ′(f(dθ))df(dθ), so
that, in particular, dδ(dθ) = 0.
We now focus on a supermanifold of dimension (1|2) for simplicity and we consider the form
spaces Ω(p|q) with 0 ≤ q ≤ 2. A simple but non-trivial example of supermanifold of dimension
(1|2) is the projective superspace P1|2 over the complex numbers. For a detailed discussion
about the geometry of projective superspaces see for example [7]. It is defined starting with
two patches U0 and U1 and the mapping of the coordinates z0, θ
α
0 to the coordinates z1, θ
α
1 is
given by the homolorphic transition functions
z0 7−→ z1 = 1
z0
, θα0 7−→ θα1 =
θα0
z0
α = 1, 2. (2.6)
Its Berezinian bundle is generated by the section ω(1|2) = dzδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2) which is globally
defined, and indeed the supermanifold P1|2 is an example of Calabi-Yau supermanifold [20].
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For q = 0 and p ∈ Z, we call the space Ω(p|0)P1|2 , the space of superforms . For q = 1 and p ∈ Z,
we call Ω
(p|1)
P1|2 the space of pseudoforms and finally, for q = 2 and p ≤ 1, we call Ω
(p|2)
P1|2 the
space of integral forms.
3 The Differential Operators d and η
We now work over the supermanifold P1|2. There are two differential operators acting on the
complex of forms: the obvious one is the usual odd differential d
d : Ω
(p|q)
P1|2 −→ Ω
(p+1|q)
P1|2 (3.1)
As already stressed, it increases the form number, but it does not change the picture. We
now introduce another differential operator that will be used in what follow, but first we need
some auxiliary material.
LetD be a vector field in the tangent bundle of the supermanifold TP1|2 . In local coordinates
is expressed as
D = Dz(z, θ)
∂
∂z
+Dα(z, θ)
∂
∂θα
. (3.2)
Then, for a constant odd vector field one has
D = D1
∂
∂θ1
+D2
∂
∂θ2
(3.3)
with D1, D2 ∈ C. Clearly, two odd vector fields D and D′, are linearly independent if
det(D,D′) = D1D2′ −D1′D2 6= 0.
In general, given a vector field D, one can define the inner product ιD which acts as
ιD : Ω
(p|q)
P1|2
// Ω
(p−1|q)
P1|2
ω  // ιD(ω)
, (3.4)
where ιD(ω)(X1, . . . , Xp−1) ..= ω(D,X1, . . . , Xp−1). For D ..= Dα∂θα , an odd constant vector
field as requested above one has, in particular that
ιD(dθ
α) = dθα(D) = Dα. (3.5)
Also, notice that it satisfies the usual Cartan algebra
LD = [d, ιD] , [LD, ιD′ ] = ι{D,D′} , {ιD, ιD′} = 0 , (3.6)
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where LD is the Lie derivative along D. We stress that in the first identity the commutator
[·, ·] replaces the anticommutator {·, ·} since the differential operator ιD has parity opposed to
that of D - so that if D is odd, one has |ιD| = 0 - and the differential d is odd. For constant
D and D′, {D,D′} = 0 and ι2D 6= 0.
As we learnt from string theory (see [6]) there is another interesting odd differential oper-
ator which can be defined from ιD (again for D an odd constant vector field) upon using the
Euler representation of the sine: 4
η = −2Π lim
→0
sin(iιD) : Ω
(p|q)
P1|2 → Ω
(p+1|q+1)
P1|2 (3.7)
where Π is the parity-change functor (see [13]) that simply changes the parity of the expression
to which is applied, without affecting any other property. Acting with η on the inverse forms
1/dθα, we have
η
(
1
dθα
)
= δ(dθα) , (3.8)
where 1/dθα is even and δ(dθα) is odd according to the axioms defining these distributions.
The differential operator η acts as follows
η
(
1
(dθα)p
)
= (−1)
p−1
(p−1)! δ
(p−1)(dθα) p > 1,
η
(
(dθα)p
)
= 0 p ≥ 0,
η
(
δ(p)(dθα)
)
= 0 p ≥ 0,
(3.9)
whilst it does not act on the differentials of even coordinates. It is easy to verify that
η2 = 0 , {d, η} = 0, (3.10)
as in string theory [6]. In addition, η is a graded-derivation with respect to the exterior algebra
η(ωA ∧ ωB) = η(ωA) ∧ ωB + (−1)|ωA|ωA ∧ η(ωB) . (3.11)
where ωA and ωB are forms of the complex Ω
p|q.
4We use the normalization such that δ(x) =
∫∞
−∞ e
itxdt and Θ(x) = −i lim→0
∫∞
−∞
eitx
t+i
dt, and Θ′(x) = δ(x).
In this way, in order to match the correct assignments we need the factor −2 in the definition of η in (3.7) .
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The operator η has been introduced in string theory to select the Small Hibert Space (SHS)
inside the Large Hilbert space (LHS). As discussed in [13], the LHS for a supermanifold is
constructed by adding the inverse forms (which are still distribution-like forms) to Ωp|q with
q < m. Thus, the equation
η(ω(p|q)) = 0 (3.12)
selects the forms that are in the SHS.
4 The PCO ZD
When computing amplitudes in string theory, one introduces the picture changing operators
(PCO) in order to change the picture of the vertex operators as to saturate the superghost
charges according to the anomaly cancellation. In string theory the PCO are independent of
the position of their insertion into the amplitude since the string fields are on-shell. On the
other hand, in the string field theory action, when the string fields are off-shell, the position
of the PCO really matters. The consequence of a “wrong” choice is the loss of the gauge
invariance of the theory.
In the present supergeometric framework, operators analogous to the PCO of string theory can
be defined as acting on the complex of forms Ω(p|q), moving from one picture to another and
leaving the form number unchanged. In addition, it can be shown that they are isomorphisms
in de Rham cohomology [12].
With these preliminary remarks, we can define the PCO ZD (see for example [9]) and
ancillary operators as follows
ZD ..= {d,−iΘ(ιD)} , Θ(ιD) ..= −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
eitιD
t+ i
, δ(ιD) ..=
∫ ∞
−∞
dteitιD . (4.1)
The latter two act as follows on a certain polynomial functions f of the dθ’s:
Θ(ιD)f(dθ
α) = −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
f(dθα + itDα)
t+ i
,
δ(ιD)f(dθ
α) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dtf(dθα + itDα). (4.2)
We add the subscript D to the PCO to recall that it depends on the choice of the odd vector
D. Note that formally the operator ZD is exact, i.e. ZD = {d,−iΘ(ιD)}, but Θ(ιD) acting
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on Ω(p|q) brings from the SHS to the LHS. However, by computing the variation of ZD by a
change of D (that is D → D + δD), ZD transform ad δZD = {d, δ(ιD)δDαια} which is exact
and δ(ιD)δD
αια acts on Ω
(p|q) staying into the SHS.
The two operators Θ(ιD) and δ(ιD) act as follows
Θ(ιD) : Ω
(p|q) −→ Ω(p−1|q−1) , δ(ιD) : Ω(p|q) −→ Ω(p|q−1) . (4.3)
Both reduce the picture, but the first one reduces also the form degree. This is consistent
with the usual relation between the Heaviside Θ function and the Dirac delta δ. In the case
of q = 0, acting on zero-picture forms, they vanish. Notice also that, differently from η, they
are not derivations of the exterior algebra of forms. In app. A, we will give some explicit
computations in order to clarify the action of Θ(ιD) and δ(ιD) operators.
Note that if m > 1, we have m linear independent odd vectors Di, therefore we can define
a PCO corresponding to each of them. In addition, we have a map between integral forms
and superforms as the product of all independent PCO’s
Zmax =
m∏
i=1
{
d,−iΘ(ιDi)
}
: Ω(p|m) −→ Ωp|0 . (4.4)
Due to the anticommutative properties of Θ(ιDi), it is easy to prove that Zmax does not
depend on the choice of the odd vector fields Di.
In general, for ω ∈ Ω(p|q) when q = 0, 1, the absence of inverse forms is guaranteed if
η(ω) = 0 ω ∈ Ω(p|q), q = 0, 1. (4.5)
For q = 2, η acts trivially since there is no room for inverse forms. For q = 0, 1, we observe
η(ZD(ω)) = η ({d,−iΘ(ιD)}(ω)) = η
(
− idΘ(ιD)ω − iΘ(ιD)dω
)
= −i(−dηΘ(ιD)ω + {η,Θ(ιD)}dω −Θ(ιD)η(dω))
= −i(−d{η,Θ(ιD)}ω + dΘ(ιD)η(ω) + {η,Θ(ιD)}dω −Θ(ιD)η(dω))
= ZD(η(ω)) = 0 . (4.6)
where we have used {η,−iΘ(ιD)} = 1 for any Dα and {d, η} = 0. Therefore, the PCO-
transformed ω, namely ZD(ω), is independent of inverse form if ω is independent.
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5 A∞-algebra of forms
In the complex of forms there is a natural bilinear map represented by the usual exterior
product
∧ : Ω(p|q) ⊗ Ω(p′|q′) → Ω(p+p′|q+q′) . (5.1)
Note that, in general, the wedge product changes the form degree and the picture according
to the previous formula. In addition, working over P1|2, for q = 1, q′ = 2 or q = 2, q′ = 1
or q = q′ = 2, the products are trivial. The differential d, η are derivations of the exterior
algebra. Also, the exterior product can be extended to consider the inverse forms letting p < 0
for q = 0.
We will show how to construct new bilinear maps that change the picture according to a
different prescription. For example, in string field theory, the role of a (1|1) form is played
by a string vertex operator with ghost number 1 and picture number 1. The authors in [15]
constructed a new bilinear map which take the product of these two vertices into a new vertex
with quantun numbers (2|1), namely ghost number two and the same picture. This new
product is not associative and it leads to a structure of A∞-algebra: we will show how this
structure arises geometrically from superforms defined on a supermanifold.
We briefly recall the definition of A∞-algebra (see for example [1, 18] for further details)
and then we give an explicit realization in terms of the complex of forms.
An A∞-algebra [18] is a graded vector space A =
⊕
p∈ZA
p with p ∈ Z, endowed with graded
maps (homogeneous and linear)
Mn : A
⊗n → A, n ≥ 1 (5.2)
of degree 2− n satisfying the relations:
1. M1M1 = 0, i.e. the pair (A,M1) is a differential complex;
2. M1M2 = M2 (M1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗M1), i.e. M1 is derivation with respect to the multiplication
M2.
3. M2 (1⊗M2 −M2 ⊗ 1) = M1M3 +M3 (M1 ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + 1⊗M1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 1⊗M1)
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4. for n ≥ 1 we have ∑(−1)r+stMu(1⊗r ⊗Ms ⊗ 1⊗s) = 0. The sum is over the decomposi-
tions n = r + s+ t and u = 1 + r + t.
Note that (M1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗M1) acts as the usual odd differential d on the tensor algebra:
(M1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗M1) (x⊗ y) = M1(x)⊗ y + (−1)|x|x⊗M1(y)
In the present case, we consider a double-graded vector space
A =
⊕
p,q
A(p|q) =
⊕
q
A(•|q) (5.3)
where the first number denote the form degree and the second the picture number. In our
case, we take A(•|q) to be Ω(•|q), the complex of forms at fixed picture number q (note that,
strictly speaking this is a complex of sheaves of vector spaces). The form number is an integer
for q < m, where m is the maximum number of fermion dimensions. For q = m, the form
number is bounded by n, the maximum number of bosonic dimension. We define the graded
maps M
(−l)
n : A⊗n → A, with n ≥ 1 as follows
M (−l)n : Ω
p1|q1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ωpn|qn −→ Ωp′|q′ , p′ =
n∑
i=1
pi, q
′ =
n∑
i=1
qi − l . (5.4)
We notice that the map M
(−l)
n is defined as to lower the sum of the pictures by l, i.e. if
ω1, . . . , ωn have picture q1, . . . , qn respectively, the form M
(−l)
n (ω1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ωn) is of picture
q′ =
∑n
i=1 qi − l.
For n = 1 there are the two representatives, d and η. Both are graded linear maps:
M
(0)
1
..= d , M
(1)
1
..= η . (5.5)
In the simple case of two fermionic dimensions, namely for example working in P1|2 or also
A0|2 (where q ≤ 2), we define the 2-products as
M
(0)
2
..= ∧ ,
M
(−1)
2
..=
1
3
[
ZDM
(0)
2 +M
(0)
2 (ZD ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ZD)
]
M
′(−1)
2
..=
1
3
[
ZD′M
(0)
2 +M
(0)
2 (ZD′ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ZD′)
]
12
M
(−2)
2
..=
1
32
[
ZD′M
(−1)
2 +M
(−1)
2 (ZD′ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ZD′)
]
=
1
32
[
ZD′ZDM
(0)
2 + ZD′M
(0)
2 (ZD ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ZD) + ZDM (0)2 (ZD′ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ZD′)
+M
(0)
2 (ZD′ZD ⊗ 1 + ZD′ ⊗ ZD + ZD ⊗ ZD′ + 1⊗ ZD′ZD)
]
(5.6)
They are built starting from the (graded supersymmetric) wedge product M
(0)
2 = ∧ and by
inserting the PCOs into the product in a symmetric way respecting the tensor structure. Note
that there are two equivalent 2-products reducing the picture by one, i.e. M
(−1)
2 and M
′(−1)
2 .
This is due to the presence of two independent fermionic directions.
Notice that in the case q = q′ = 1 the product M (−1)2 maps Ω
(p|1)⊗Ω(p′|1) → Ω(p+p′|1) and
in the case q = q′ = 2, the product M (−2)2 maps Ω
(p|2) ⊗ Ω(p′|2) → Ω(p+p′|2). These products
preserve the picture and are bilinear maps from Ω(•|q) ⊗ Ω(•|q) to Ω(•|q).
It is convenient to rewrite these maps using the notion of coderivations, in terms of which
we can use the graded commutators, denoted here and in the following as [ · , · ], simplifying
the computations (see [15] for details). Given a multilinear map ∆n : A
⊗n → A of the graded
vector space A, we define the associated coderivation ∆n : A
⊗N → A⊗(N−n+1) for any N ≥ n
as follows:5
∆n ..=
N−n∑
k=0
1⊗(N−k−n) ⊗∆n ⊗ 1⊗k (5.7)
acting on the spaces A⊗N≥n. Note that if N = n, one has that ∆n = ∆n, so in this particular
context one can see that a coderivation “extends” a certain multilinear map ∆n to higher
tensor powers of A by suitably tensoring it with the identity map.
It can be seen that the commutator of two coderivations associated to the multilinear maps
∆m : A
⊗m → A and ∆′n : A⊗n → A respectively, is the coderivation associated with the
commutator of the maps ∆m and ∆
′
n. The commutator acts as
[∆m,∆
′
n] : A
⊗(n+m−1) −→ A (5.8)
and it is explicitly given by
[∆m,∆
′
n] = (5.9)
= ∆m
[
m−1∑
k=0
1⊗(m−k−1) ⊗∆′n ⊗ 1⊗k
]
− (−1)|∆m||∆′n|∆′n
[
n−1∑
k=0
1⊗(n−k−1) ⊗∆m ⊗ 1⊗k
]
.
5In the following the coderivation associated to a map will be noted by same character, but in boldface style.
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Notice that this is well-defined. Indeed, looking for example at the first bit of the commutator
in the previous equation, one has that
∑m−1
k=0 1
⊗(m−k−1)⊗∆′n⊗ 1⊗k : A⊗(m+n−1) → A⊗m and
hence it maps tensors in the domain of the multilinear map ∆m, as it should. Similar story
goes on for the second bit.
This notation is an economical way to keep track of the A∞-relations. For example, the first
three defining relations of the A∞-algebra are re-written as follows
[M1,M1] = 0 , [M1,M2] = 0 ,
1
2
[M2,M2] + [M1,M3] = 0 . (5.10)
If we denote by M
(0)
2 the coderivation constructed in terms of M
(0)
2 , i.e. we consider the
case l = 0, we have an associative DG-algebra, where M
(0)
1 is the differential d. We have the
relations
[M
(0)
1 ,M
(0)
1 ] = 0 , [M
(0)
1 ,M
(0)
2 ] = 0 ,
1
2
[M
(0)
2 ,M
(0)
2 ] = 0 , (5.11)
with M
(0)
n = 0 for n > 2.
Let us consider now the case l = 1. Using the commutators, we can rewrite the second
coderivation M
(−1)
2 of (5.6) as follows
M
(−1)
2 = [ZD,M
(0)
2 ] . (5.12)
It is easy to verify the first A∞-relation
[M
(0)
1 ,M
(−1)
2 ] = [M
(0)
1 , [ZD,M
(0)
2 ]] = −[ZD, [M(0)2 ,M(0)1 ]]− [M(−1)2 , [M(0)1 , ZD]] = 0 (5.13)
since [M
(0)
2 ,M
(0)
1 ] = 0 by (5.11) and [M
(0)
1 , ZD] = 0 since the PCO is d-closed. On the other
hand, by a simple computation, one can see that the associativity of M
(−1)
2 is violated
[M
(−1)
2 ,M
(−1)
2 ] = ∆
(−2)
3 6= 0 , (5.14)
where the violation comes from a 3-product ∆
(−2)
3 . Using again the relations (5.11) and (5.12),
we have
[M
(0)
1 ,∆
(−2)
3 ] = [M
(0)
1 , [M
(−1)
2 ,M
(−1)
2 ]] = −2[M(−1)2 , [M(0)1 ,M(−1)2 ]] = 0 (5.15)
which implies that ∆
(−2)
3 is d-closed. If ∆
(−2)
3 were formally exact, namely it exists an M
(−2)
3
such that
∆
(−2)
3 = [M
(0)
1 ,M
(−2)
3 ] , (5.16)
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then it would follow
1
2
[M
(−1)
2 ,M
(−1)
2 ] + [M
(0)
1 ,M
(−2)
3 ] = 0, (5.17)
which is the starting point to build the A∞-algebra. The proof that ∆
(−2)
3 is indeed exact
is deferred to the next subsection where Θ(ιD) is used to compute M
(−2)
3 . Repeating this
analysis, one finds a series of coderivations M
(1−n)
n satisfying the A∞-relations.
As stated at the beginning of the section, there is another differential operator M
(1)
1 = η,
acting on the space of forms as a graded-derivation of the exterior algebra, namely with respect
to M
(0)
2 . Getting back to the coderivation notation, this can be expressed as
[M
(1)
1 ,M
(0)
2 ] = 0 . (5.18)
We can check that M
(1)
1 is also a graded-derivation of M
(−1)
2 by observing that
[M
(1)
1 ,M
(−1)
2 ] = [M
(1)
1 , [ZD,M
(0)
2 ]] = −[ZD, [M(0)2 ,M(1)1 ]]− [M(0)2 , [M(1)1 , ZD]] = 0. (5.19)
The right hand side vanishes since M
(1)
1 is a derivation of the wedge product by (5.18), and
the PCO commutes with η as proven in (4.6). This implies that the result of the product
M
(−1)
2 is still in the SHS if both the forms on which it acts are in the SHS. In the same way,
using the complete set of A∞-relations, one can prove that all coderivations M
(1−n)
n commute
with M
(1)
1 = η.
Finally, note that the set of products M
(1−n)
n acts as
M (1−n)n : (Ω
(•|1))⊗n −→ Ω(•|1) (5.20)
since the wedge product of n forms of Ω(•|1) has picture n, and the product M(1−n)n lower the
picture to 1.
Let us now consider the last product M
(−2)
2 in eq. (5.6). As discussed in the beginning,
there are two possible products M
(−1)
2 and M
′(−1)
2 which can be constructed. They are as-
sociated to the two independent odd vectors D and D′ that determine the two independent
directions in the space of dθ’s (dually). However, in picture 2, we find that there is only one
possible product. Using again the coderivation notation we have
M
(−2)
2 = [ZD′ ,M
(−1)
2 ] = [ZD′ , [ZD,M
(0)
2 ]] (5.21)
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that satisfies
[M
(0)
1 ,M
(−2)
2 ] = 0 , (5.22)
having made used of the Jacobi identity for the commutators and the formula (5.13). A
simple computation shows that the associativity of M
(−2)
2 is violated by a coderivation M
(−4)
3
as follows
1
2
[M
(−2)
2 ,M
(−2)
2 ] + [M
(0)
1 ,M
(−4)
3 ] = 0 . (5.23)
Again, as above, one can compute the A∞-relations between these products and the com-
mutation relation with M
(1)
1 . The final result gives the coderivations (and the corresponding
multiproducts) M
(2−2n)
n . Note that these multiproducts act as follows
M (2−2n)n : (Ω
•|2)⊗n → Ω•|2 . (5.24)
We can generalize the set of products to multiplications of forms with different pictures.
Indeed M
(−l)
2 acts on any type of forms regardless their picture, mapping them into a different
complex, according to
M
(−l)
2 : Ω
(•|p) ⊗ Ω(•|p′) → Ω(•|p+p′−l). (5.25)
This leads to study the commutator
[M
(−l)
2 ,M
(−h)
2 ] = ∆
−(l+h)
3 . (5.26)
Since any M
(−l)
2 satisfies [M
(0)
1 ,M
(−l)
2 ] = 0 (i.e. the firstA∞-relation), we have that ∆
(−(l+h))
3 =
[M
(0)
1 ,M
(−(l+h))
3 ] defining the new co-derivation M
(−(l+h))
3 . It follows that the multiplicative
structure can be extended to Ω(•|•).
5.1 The Construction of M
(2−2h)
3
In this subsection we construct explicitly the 3-product M
(2−2h)
3 for h ≥ 2, following the
suggestions in [15]. We first review the construction of M
(−2)
3 and then we derive the formula
for the 3-product which lowers the total picture changing by 4.
We first define the following coderivation
M˜
(−1)
2 = [−iΘ(ιD),M(0)2 ] (5.27)
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which has the following properties
M
(−1)
2 = [M
(0)
1 , M˜
(−1)
2 ] , M
(0)
2 = [η , M˜
(−1)
2 ] , (5.28)
The first equation means that M
(−1)
2 is formally exact. In the second equation η is the
differential operator defined in the previous section.
Inserting the first equation into eq. (5.14), we find that
∆
(−2)
3 =
1
2
[M
(−1)
2 , [M
(0)
1 , M˜
(−1)
2 ]], (5.29)
which give us an explicit formula for the associator ∆
(−2)
3 in terms of the coderivations M
(−1)
2
and M˜
(−1)
2 . Using the Jacobi identity and the relation [M
(0)
1 ,M
(−1)
2 ] = 0 in (5.11), the right-
hand side of (5.29) can be re-written as
∆
(−2)
3 = −
1
2
[M
(0)
1 , [M
(−1)
2 , M˜
(−1)
2 ]] . (5.30)
This concludes the proof that the associator ∆
(−2)
3 is formally d-exact. Finally, using the
definition in (5.16) we have
−1
2
[M
(0)
1 , [M
(−1)
2 , M˜
(−1)
2 ]] + [M
(0)
1 ,M
(−2)
3 ] = 0 . (5.31)
It follows that [
M
(0)
1 ,
(1
2
[M
(−1)
2 , M˜
(−1)
2 ] + M
(−2)
3
)]
= 0, (5.32)
from which we deduce
M
(−2)
3 = [M
(0)
1 , M̂
(−2)
3 ] +
1
2
[M
(−1)
2 , M˜
(−1)
2 ], (5.33)
where the first term with M̂
(−2)
3 is added, being a trivial solution to the above equation. Here
M̂
(−2)
3 is an arbitrary trilinear map. This concludes the explicit computation of M
(−2)
3 .
Let us now move to the 2-product M
(−2)
2 . We have
M
(−2)
2 = [ZD′ , [ZD,M
(0)
2 ] = [ZD′ , [[M
(0)
1 ,−iΘ(ιD)],M(0)2 ], (5.34)
where we have used the definition of the PCO ZD = [M
(0)
2 ,−iΘ(ιD)]. Now, by Jacobi identity
and using the Leibniz rule [M
(0)
1 ,M
(0)
2 ] = 0, we get
M
(−2)
2 = [ZD′ , [M
(0)
1 , [−iΘ(ιD),M(0)2 ]]] = [ZD′ , [M(0)1 , M˜(−1)2 ]] , (5.35)
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where M˜
(−1)
2 is defined as in (5.27). Using again the Jacobi identity and that the PCO is
closed, i.e. [M
(0)
1 , ZD′ ] = 0, this yields
M
(−2)
2 = [M
(0)
1 , [ZD′ , M˜
(−1)
2 ]]. (5.36)
Thus, we can define
M˜
(−2)
2 = [ZD′ , M˜
(−1)
2 ] . (5.37)
Inserting this result into the following defining equation for M
(−4)
3
1
2
[M
(−2)
2 ,M
(−2)
2 ] + [M
(0)
1 ,M
(−4)
3 ] = 0 (5.38)
we finally get
M
(−4)
3 = [M
(0)
1 , M̂
(−4)
3 ] +
1
2
[M
(−2)
2 , M˜
(−2)
2 ] , (5.39)
where M̂
(−4)
3 is again the trivial term, as above. In addition, from (5.37), we have
M˜
(−2)
2 =
[
[M
(0)
1 ,−iΘ(ιD′)], M˜(−1)2
]
=
[
M
(0)
1 , M˜
(−2)
2
]
− [−iΘ(ιD′),M(−1)2 ] , (5.40)
using again the Jacobi identities and where we put
M˜
(−2)
2 = [−iΘ(ιD′), M˜(−1)2 ]. (5.41)
As a consistency check, we have that[
M
(0)
1 , M˜
(−2)
2
]
= −
[
M
(0)
1 , [−iΘ(ιD′),M(−1)2 ]
]
= [ZD′ ,M
(−1)
2 ] = M
(−2)
2 . (5.42)
which reproduces (5.27) for the picture 2.
5.2 Some Explicit Examples of Computations
In order to illustrate and make more clear the constructions in the previous section, we discuss
specific examples of products of forms. We take into consideration the 2-products M
(−l)
2 with
l = 0, 1, 2 and for them we consider a collections of 0-, 1- and 2-forms of the following types
ω
(0|0)
A = A(x, θ) , ω
(0|1)
B = B(x, θ)δ(dθ
1) ,
ω
(0|1)
B′ = B
′(x, θ)δ(dθ2) , ω(0|2)C = C(x, θ)δ(dθ
1)δ(dθ2) , (5.43)
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0 × 0 0 × 1 1 × 1 0 × 2 1 × 2 2 × 2
M
(0)
2 0 1 2 2 / /
M
(−1)
2 / 0 1 1 2 /
M
(−2)
2 / / 0 0 1 2
Table 1: In the table, we compute M
(−l)
2 (ω
(a), ω(b)) where the pictures a, b are listed in the
first row as a× b. The slanted line / denotes a trivial result, while the numbers in the other
boxes denote the picture of the resulting form.
where A,B,B′ and C are supefields.6 First of all, in the table 1 the picture numbers of the
resulting forms are listed.
Since M
(0)
2 is the usual wedge product we have
M
(0)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(0)
A′ ) = AA
′ ,
M
(0)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(1)
B′ ) = AB
′δ(dθ2) ,
M
(0)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ ) = BB
′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2) ,
M
(0)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(2)
C ) = ACδ(dθ
1)δ(dθ2) ,
M
(0)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C ) = 0 ,
M
(0)
2 (ω
(2)
C , ω
(2)
C′ ) = 0 , (5.44)
The last two expressions vanish since there is no picture 3 or 4 in our case. Let us compute
now M
(−1)
2
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(0)
A′ ) = 0 ,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(1)
B′ ) =
1
3
[
ZD
(
AB′δ(dθ2)
)
+AZD
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)]
,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ ) =
1
3
[
ZD
(
BB′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+ ZD
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
B′δ(dθ2) +Bδ(dθ1)ZD
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)]
,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(2)
C ) =
1
3
[
ZD
(
ACδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+AZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)]
,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C ) =
1
3
[
ZD
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2) +Bδ(dθ1)ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)]
,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(2)
C , ω
(2)
C′ ) = 0 , (5.45)
6In the following, we write as an upperscript only the picture number ω(0|a) → ω(a) with a = 0, 1, 2.
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Explicitly, we have
ZD
(
AB′δ(dθ2)
)
= d
[
− iΘ(ιD)
(
AB′δ(dθ2)
)]
− iΘ(ιD)d
(
AB′δ(dθ2)
)
= ∂2(AB
′) ,
ZD
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)
= d
[
− iΘ(ιD)
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)]
− iΘ(ιD)d
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)
= ∂2B
′ ,
ZD
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
= d
[
− iΘ(ιD)
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)]
− iΘ(ιD)d
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
= ∂1B ,
ZD
(
ACδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= d
[
− iΘ(ιD)
(
ACδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)]
− iΘ(ιD)d
(
ACδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= −2Dα∂α(AC)δ(D · dθ) ,
ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= d
[
− iΘ(ιD)
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)]
− iΘ(ιD)d
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= −2Dα∂αCδ(D · dθ) . (5.46)
Finally
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(0)
A′ ) = 0 ,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(1)
B′ ) =
1
3
(
∂2(AB
′) +A∂2B′
)
,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ ) =
1
3
[
− 2Dα∂α(BB′)δ(D · dθ) + ∂1BB′δ(dθ2)−B∂2B′δ(dθ1)
]
,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(2)
C ) =
1
3
[
− 2Dα∂α(AC)δ(D · dθ)− 2ADα∂αCδ(D · dθ)
]
= −2
3
[
Dα∂α(AC) +AD
α∂αC
]
δ(D · dθ) ,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C ) =
1
3
[
∂1BCδ(dθ
1)δ(dθ2) + 2BDα∂αCδ(dθ
1)δ(D · dθ)
]
=
1
3
[
∂1BC +
2
D1
BDα∂αC
]
δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2) ,
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(2)
C , ω
(2)
C′ ) = 0 , (5.47)
The resulting products have the correct picture assignment as depicted in the table 1. We
notice that the result depends upon the choice of the PCO and therefore they depend upon
the odd vector field D.
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Now, we consider the last case: M
(−2)
2 . We have
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(0)
A′ ) = 0 ,
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(1)
B′ ) = 0 ,
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ ) =
1
9
[
ZD′ZD
(
BB′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+ ZD′
(
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ )
)
+ ZD
(
M
′(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ )
)
+ ZD′
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
ZD
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)
+ ZD
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
ZD′
(
B′δ(dθ2
)]
,
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(2)
C ) =
1
9
[
ZD′ZD
(
ACδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+ ZD′M
(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(2)
C ) + ZDM
′(−1)
2 (ω
(0)
A , ω
(2)
C )
+ AZD′ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)]
,
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C ) =
1
9
[
ZD′M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C ) + ZDM
′(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C )
+ ZD′
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+ ZD
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
ZD′
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+ Bδ(dθ1)ZD′ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)]
,
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(2)
C , ω
(2)
C′ ) =
1
9
[
ZD′ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)(
C ′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+ ZD′
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
ZD
(
C ′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+ ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
ZD′
(
C ′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
+
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
ZD′ZD
(
C ′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)]
. (5.48)
where we have denoted M
′(−1)
2 the 2-product with respect to the odd vector D
′. Each single
piece is computed as follows
ZD′
(
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ )
)
= −2
3
βα∂β∂α(BB
′) +
1
3D′1
D′β∂β(∂1BB′)− 1
3D′2
D′β∂β(B∂2B′) ,
ZD
(
M
′(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(1)
B′ )
)
= −2
3
βα∂β∂α(BB
′) +
1
3D1
Dβ∂β(∂1BB
′)− 1
3D2
Dβ∂β(B∂2B
′) ,
ZD
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
= ∂1B ,
ZD′
(
Bδ(dθ1)
)
= ∂1B ,
ZD
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)
= ∂2B
′ ,
ZD′
(
B′δ(dθ2)
)
= ∂2B
′ ,
ZD′
(
M
(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C )
)
= −2
3
D′α∂α
[
∂1BC +
2
D1
BDα∂αC
]
δ(D′ · dθ) ,
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ZD
(
M
′(−1)
2 (ω
(1)
B , ω
(2)
C )
)
= −2
3
Dα∂α
[
∂1BC +
2
D′1
BD′α∂αC
]
δ(D · dθ) ,
ZD
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= −2Dα∂αCδ(D · dθ) ,
ZD′
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= −2D′α∂αCδ(D′ · dθ) ,
ZD′ZD
(
BB′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= 2αβ∂α∂β(BB
′) ,
ZDZD′
(
Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= 2αβ∂α∂βC . (5.49)
Now, it is a simple matter to replace each single pieces into the definitions given in the previous
equations. For example, we get
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(2)
C , ω
(2)
C′ ) =
1
9
[
(αβ∂α∂βC)C
′δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2) + 4D′α∂αCδ(D′ · dθ)Dα∂αC ′δ(D · dθ)
+ 4Dα∂αCδ(D · dθ)D′α∂αC ′δ(D′ · dθ) + Cδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)(αβ∂α∂βC ′)
]
=
1
9
[
(αβ∂α∂βC)C
′ + 2αβ∂αC∂βC ′ + C(αβ∂α∂βC ′)
]
δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
=
1
9
αβ∂α∂β(CC
′)δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2) . (5.50)
which is independent of D and of D′. Since M (−2)2 maps two 2-picture forms into a 2-picture
form it also preserves the invariance under SL(2) isometries and therefore the result can be
written in manifestly invariant way.
In the same way, one can compute the other expressions. Finally, we can check the non-
associativity for the last expression, namely we can check that
M
(−2)
2
(
ω
(2)
C ,M
(−2)
2 (ω
(2)
C′ , ω
(2)
C′′)
)
+M
(−2)
2
(
M
(−2)
2 (ω
(2)
C , ω
(2)
C′ ), ω
(2)
C′′
)
6= 0 . (5.51)
leading to a 3-product M
(−4)
3 source of the A∞-algebra.
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Appendix A: How to compute with Θ(ιD) and δ(ιD)
In order to clarify the action of Θ(ιD), δ(ιD) and ZD, we present some detailed calculations.
Let us compute the action of Θ(ιD) on δ(dθ
α) with α = 1, 2.
Θ(ιD)δ(dθ
α) = −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
eitιD
t+ i
δ(dθα) = −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
δ(dθα + iDαt)
t+ i
= − 1
Dα
lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
δ(t− idθαDα )
t+ i
=
i
dθα
∈ Ω(−1|0)P1|2 (A.1)
where the coefficient Dα drops out from the computation (but it must be different from zero
in order to have a meaningful computation). In the same way, we have
δ(ιD)δ(dθ
α) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dteitιDδ(dθα) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dtδ(dθα + iDαt) = − i
Dα
∈ Ω(0|0)P1|2 , (A.2)
using the distributional properties. Again the requirement that Dα is different from zero is
crucial.
Let us compute the action of Θ(ιD) on the product dθ
βδ(dθα). We assume that α 6= β,
otherwise it vanishes. Applying the same rules we have
Θ(ιD)
(
dθβδ(dθα)
)
= −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
eitιD
t+ i
(
dθβδ(dθα)
)
= −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
(dθβ + iDβt)δ(dθ
α + iDαt)
t+ i
=
−i
iDα
lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
(dθβ + iDβt)
t+ i
δ
(
t− idθα
Dα
)
= − 1
Dα
(
dθβ + iD
β idθ
α
Dα
) Dα
idθα
= i
(dθβ
dθα
− D
β
Dα
)
∈ Ω(0|0)P1|2 (A.3)
from which it immediately follows that if α = β, then both members vanish. Analogously, we
have
δ(ιD)
(
dθβδ(dθα)
)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dteitιD
(
dθβδ(dθα)
)
=
∫ ∞
−∞
dt(dθβ + iDβt)δ(dθ
α + iDαt)
=
1
iDα
∫ ∞
−∞
dt(dθβ + iDβt)δ
(
t− idθα
Dα
)
=
1
iDα
(
dθβ − D
α
Dβ
dθα
)
∈ Ω(1|0)P1|2 (A.4)
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which also vanishes if α = β.
Let us also consider the following expressions
Θ(ιD)
( 1
dθβ
δ(dθα)
)
= −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
δ(dθα + iDαt)
(dθβ + iDβt)(t+ i)
=
−i
iDα
lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
1
(dθβ + iDβt)(t+ i)
δ
(
t− idθα
Dα
)
= − 1
Dα
1(
dθβ + iDβ
idθα
Dα
) Dα
idθα
= i
1(
dθβ
dθα
− DβDα
) 1
dθ2α
∈ Ω(−2|0)P1|2 (A.5)
which is an inverse form. Notice that if α = β, the product
(
1
dθβ
δ(dθα)
)
is ill-defined, and
this is consistent with the fact that also the right-hand side is divergent.
Let us now compute the action of Θ(ιD) on Ω
(0|2)
P1|2 . This is done as follows
Θ(ιD)
(
δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
= −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
eitιD
t+ i
δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
= −i lim
→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
δ(dθ1 + itD1)δ(dθ2 + itD2)
t+ i
=
i
D1D2
D1 δ
(
dθ2 − D2D1dθ1
)
dθ1
−D2
δ
(
dθ1 − D1D2dθ2
)
dθ2

= − i
D1D2
(D1
dθ1
+
D2
dθ2
)
δ
(dθ1
D1
− dθ2
D2
)
= = −i
(D1
dθ1
+
D2
dθ2
)
δ(D · dθ) ∈ Ω(−1|1)P1|2 . (A.6)
where (D · dθ) = Dααβdθβ.
Notice that the linear combination of dθ1 and dθ2 appearing in the first factor is linearly
independent from the linear combination appearing in the Dirac delta argument. Notice also
that the sign between the two Dirac delta’s in the second line is due to the fermionic nature of
dt and of the Dirac delta form. This sign is crucial for the left-hand side and the right-hand
side of eq. (A.6) be consistent. Indeed, if we interchange δ(dθ1) with δ(dθ2) in the left-hand
side we get an overall minus sign; on the other hand, on the right-hand side of the equation,
by exchanging dθ1 and dθ2 in the Dirac delta argument again a sign emerges.
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Finally, we can consider another independent odd vector field D′ and the corresponding
operator Θ(ιD′). Acting on (A.6) it yields
Θ(ιD′)Θ(ιD)
(
δ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)
)
=
det(D′, D)
(D′ · dθ)(D · dθ) ∈ Ω
(−2|0)
P1|2 (A.7)
where (D · dθ) = Dααβdθβ and det(D′, D) = D′ααβDβ = D′ ·D. Notice that in this case, by
interchanging δ(dθ1) with δ(dθ2), we get again an overall minus sign. This is obtained also by
exchanging the coefficients of the vectors D and D′, and in this way we get a minus sign from
the determinant det(D′, D).
Let us also consider the action of δ(ιD) on the product of δ(dθ
1)δ(dθ2). We have
δ(ιD)(δ(dθ
1)δ(dθ2)) = −iδ(D · dθ) ∈ Ω(0|1)P1|2 , (A.8)
and finally
δ(ιD′)δ(ιD)(δ(dθ
1)δ(dθ2)) = det(D′, D) ∈ Ω(0|0)P1|2 , (A.9)
which also follows from (A.7) by the identity dθαΘ(ιD) = δ(dθ
α).
The action of a second PCO decreases the picture number as to bring elements of Ω
p|2
P1|2
into superforms having picture number equal to zero. Note that since the PCO’s Z is formally
exact as stress above, it maps cohomology classes into cohomology classes, H
(p|2)
dR → H(p|0)dR ,
therefore it is natural to expect that it can only properly acts on cohomology classes, and
indeed, acting on representatives of H
(p|2)
dR one never gets inverse forms. Nonetheless, it can
be shown that acting on generic elements of the space Ω
(p|2)
P1|2 , not necessarily closed, one never
produces inverse forms. Let us show this first in a very simple example.
Consider a generic integral form in Ω
1|2
P1|2
∼= Ber(P1|2)
ω(1|2) = A(z, θ)dzδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2) (A.10)
where A(z, θα) is a superfield in the local coordinates of P1|2. Being (the analog of) a top-form
it is naturally closed. Acting with ZD one gets
ZD(ω
(1|2)) = d
[−iΘ(ιD)Adzδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2)]− iΘ(ιD) [d (Adzδ(dθ1)δ(dθ2))]
= d
[
A
(D1
dθ1
+
D2
dθ2
)
dz δ(D · dθ)
]
= 2
(
(D1∂1A+D
2∂2A) dz δ(D · dθ)
)
= 2Dα∂αAdz δ(D · dθ)
)
∈ Ω(1|1)P1|2 , (A.11)
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where ∂αA are the derivatives with respect to θ
α of the superfield A. The result is in Ω
(1|1)
P1|2 ,
it is closed and no inverse form is required. However, the form (A.11) is not the most general
(1|1)-pseudoform.
Let us act with a second PCO :
ZD′
[
2Dα∂αAdz δ(D · dθ)
)]
= 2αβ∂α∂βAdz ∈ Ω(1|0)P1|2 (A.12)
which is a superform in Ω
(1|0)
P1|2 , it does not contain any inverse form and it is independent of
the odd vector fields D,D′. Note that this particular expression is closed, since ∂21 = ∂22 =
{∂1, ∂2} = 0. No inverse form is needed in the present case.
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